
Small Group Questions          May 10, 2020 

LEADERS 
Please consider meeting regularly in June and July (digitally and/or in person as restrictions ease).  
And, please encourage your group to participate in the May 19 prayer night, starting at 7pm. 

LEARN 
Read 1 Corinthians 9:19-27 together. What stands out from the passage or Sunday’s sermon that was 
helpful, encouraging, or challenging? 

How can Paul claim both sides of v. 19 to be true in his life? What would compel Paul to make an 
assertion like this? 
(He’s free in Jesus from “do, do, do” religion because Jesus did it all.  Yet he willingly becomes a 
servant for the sake of the gospel to win people to Jesus.) 

How can we best understand what Paul is… and is not… saying in v. 20-22? What are the guiding 
principles we must understand? 
(Ex: We must be willing to fit into many contexts, areas of sensitivity, cultural realities people are in.  
We don’t sin to gain an audience, or assimilate into worldliness. God’s law and wisdom guides us.)  

Why does Paul make the comparisons he does in v. 24-27 about athletics and self-discipline?  How 
would you state this idea in your own words? 
(Self-discipline is key in athletics in order to win the prize. Likewise, godly self-discipline  

PRACTICE 
How can you translate the principle of v. 19-23 into your own life?  How should v. 23 specifically 
motivate you like it did Paul? 
(Ex.: Seek to be intentional and flexible with people’s preferences, cultures, even weaknesses to bring 
the gospel.  It’s ours to give away, and is a blessing we share in when people believe in Christ)  

What would change if you consistently applied v. 24-27 to every area of your life?  What is the first area 
that you can identify as needing to come under greater self-control for a more consistent, effective 
witness about Jesus? 
(The idea here is that although we’re “free” in many ways as Christians, godly self-discipline results in 
greater fruitfulness for Christ. Seek specific application and examples.) 

Group Prayer Idea:  Pray for people by name who you are in relationship with that need to hear the 
gospel.  Pray for boldness, clarity, wisdom in your approach, and obedience to speak the truth. 

CHANGE 
Which do you sense needed growth in right now:  self-denying servanthood, or  self-denying 
discipline?  In the next 2-3 months, what evidences of growth do you hope to see? 
(“Both” is the easy way out!  Drill into examples of how both have merit, but most likely one rises up as 
the more immediate need for growth. Pray together for heart & behavior change.)


